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BUGS-B-GONE®
You’ll never have to worry about cleaning bugs off your vehicle again!

REMOVES UGLY BUGS FAST!   60 SECONDS OR LESS!   
SAFE TO USE ON ALL SURFACES!

• Attacks and neutralizes the stickiest bugs, dirt, and
grime on your car, RV, truck, motorcycle, or boat

• Perfect for paint, glass, Plexiglas, and chrome surfaces

• Works great on windows, mirrors, hoods, bumpers, and
anywhere bugs have splattered

• Leaves a sparkling, shiny finish without hazy smears and
smudges

• Easy to use—just spray, let soak, then wash away with 
wet towel

• Environmentally safe and nonabrasive
√  Biodegradable
√  Non-Toxic
√  NO petroleum distillates or ammonia
√  Safe to use on all surfaces

• Buy water activated BUGS-B-GONE® to quickly remove
bugs and clean surfaces on your vehicles and boats
safely, effectively, and economically.

BBG-1, CAR TRUCK RV
This original formula is designed especially to 
remove the dead bugs from your vehicle in a
quick and easy way. Whether you drive a car,
pickup, motor bike, or whatever, BUGS-B-GONE®

will get them CLEAN. It is an environmentally safe
product and contains NO petroleum 
distillates or ammonia. It is 
non-abrasive and will not 
harm your paint.
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BUGS-B-GONE® Helpful Hints and Cleaning Tips

How does it work?  BUGS-B-GONE® is specifically formulated to 
chemically bond with the acid in bug remains, softening and loosening
them.  After BUGS-B-GONE® soaks in, water further activates it, 
allowing you to easily wipe or wash bugs away.  For best results, be
sure to use a wet cloth, wet squeegee, garden hose, or pressure
washer to clean surfaces.

BUGS-B-GONE® works best on cool and dry surfaces.  Surfaces to be
cleaned should be cool to the touch or be cooled with cold water and
dried prior to treatment.  Apply liberally to area to be cleaned. Soak
for 45 to 60 seconds.  IMPORTANT:  WATER ACTIVATED - wash off
with wet cloth, squeegee or pressure washer before BUGS-B-GONE®

dries.  If BUGS-B-GONE® is accidentally let to dry on paint surfaces,
on rare occasions a residue similar to watermarks may occur.  This is
easily removed with a good polishing compound or cleaning wax. 

BUGS-B-GONE® is safe to use on all surfaces when used as directed.

Use BUGS-B-GONE® often. The more you use it, the easier the bugs
come off.  Each use leaves a residual effect, making it harder for bugs
to stick and easier to remove them.

Try it on both sides of your windshield.  Unlike ordinary windshield
washer fluids, BUGS-B-GONE® leaves the outside of your windshield
crystal clear without hazy bug smears.  In addition, BUGS-B-GONE® is
effective at removing the annoying haze which can form on the inside
of windshields.  It also easily cleans cigarette smoke from dashboards
and windows.   

When cleaning chrome, a light haze may appear upon drying.  Because
chrome is a very porous finish, grime and gunk fill the pores.  
BUGS-B-GONE® not only cleans chrome surfaces, it gets deep into
the pores.  Even after bugs are wiped away, BUGS-B-GONE® continues
cleaning.  If residue from the pores leaves a light haze on the surface,
simply buff lightly with a soft, dry cloth and watch the sparkling shine
emerge.

BUGS-B-GONE® makes an excellent wash, especially for cars, 
recreational vehicles and trucks.  Spray entire vehicle and use a 
pressure washer to finish cleaning.

Don’t let those ugly splats bug you anymore! Water activated 
BUGS-B-GONE® is the best bug remover and vehicle cleaner you will
ever find.  Try it today.
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BBG-5, WINDSHIELD WASHER
CONCENTRATE
Just add 2 oz. to your washer
reservoir to remove bug smears as
you drive. Spray several times to
remove bug bodies.  This product
is specially formulated to work
with any Summer or Winter
blended solution you use.

BBG-2, TRIAL SIZE
Try out our BUGS-B-GONE®
product in this convenient 2 oz.
size.  Then you’ll see just how 
effective this product is at getting
rid of those ugly bug splats.

BBG-4, GALLON CONCENTRATE
This product is a super heavy-duty
concentrate designed to be used
by detail shops, body shops, car
washes, truck washes and fleets to
clean their vehicles. BUGS-B-
GONE® is also designed to be
used by service stations in their
wash buckets.

OTHER INCREDIBLE USES
Cleans:
BUGS OFF WINDSHIELDS BUGS OFF RADIATORS
SMOKE HAZE OFF GLASS SOOT OFF CHROME STACKS
BRAKE DUST OFF WHEELS ALGAE OFF BOATS
DIRT OFF CARPETS BEFORE PAINTING A CAR


